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GAMES & MUSIC
MORE often than not , you’re
a forgettable grunt on a
game’s frontline, singlehandedly trying to save the
day. That’s fine — but sometimes it would be better
being the one sending
troops into battle instead of
being the tip of the spear.
Skyworld, by Dutch developer Vertigo Games, makes
you a master tactician with
an interesting twist as it’s in
VR so you really have a view
over the battlefield.
It mixes different strategy
game styles to produce a fun
and challenging game. You’ll
find yourself at an everchanging round table, tracking the battle, as you defend
your castle while trying to
enlarge your kingdom.
There are different missions which get new objectives added to them during
play so you are always on
your toes. Keeping in mind
where each unit can move is
the key to success.
When not on mission you
can retire to your throne
room and really run your
kingdom — set taxes and
control the flow of food,
which will impact on your
kingdom as happy workers

PSVR, HTC Vine, Oculus Rift and
Windows Mixed Reality £24.99
will be more willing to gather
resources.
This is the life blood of
your abilities so take time to
get to grips with it and
expand your kingdom by
setting up new resource
mines and control points
which let you claim different
areas. This means you’ll face
enemy generals, which sees
the game flip to a deckbased combat affair where

you have to build a deck
from your resources.
The game board also flips
from the overview of the land
into a battlefield where you
have to pick which card to
play which sends in different
units. You’ll spend most of

your time fighting the campaign which spans eight levels and takes about 10 hours
to complete.
But after that you can take
on the skirmish mode and
online 1v1 battles.
Graphically the game has
a lovely chunky graphic style
and the soundtrack has a
medieval vibe with outstanding voice acting. Skyworld is
a cracking RTS title — but
the VR adds an extra layer
that everyone can enjoy.
HHHH
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VR CLEANS UP
ON SPACE JUNK
ARENA shooters aren’t new and some
classics haven’t made their mark on
the world of gaming.
But what is new are arena shooters
in VR. Ubisoft’s Space Junkies is just
that so grab your headset and strap in
for some out-of-this-world fun.
Shooters are a bit…well, hit and
miss, when it comes to VR — from
movement to the scale of things —
and only a few titles really get the balance right. So right out the traps,
Space Junkies has a hill to climb.
The game is built around online battles so you and three mates can buddy
up to take on other teams across
Team Deathmatch to King mode.
You start each match in an airlock
before heading into the void across a
number of good-sized maps — six in
total — based around a mix of space
themes. You’ll sneak around asteroids
hunting down enemies as well as
exploring what’s left of a space station.
There’s a good array of weapons,
from pistols to mini-guns, and as well
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THIS War Of Mine
developer 11 Bit Studios
has announced that the
brutal city-building survival
sim Frostpunk is heading to
Xbox One and
PS4 this summer.
Originally
released on PC
last April, Frostpunk was an
instant hit, selling

l

NEWS about Shenmue 3 is as
rare as hen’s teeth, so be
grateful, people. It sees the return
. . . of FORKLIFTS. An image from
Koch Media shows Ryo in a factory.

Kingdom’s come
Skyworld

Space Junkies
PSVR, HTC Vine, Oculus Rift and
Windows Mixed Reality £34.99
as being able to dual-wield a few,
when you run out of ammo you just
throw your weapon and it will explode
like a grenade. It adds a nice layer of
strategy to face-offs and is a really
nice touch.
Combat is a 1v1 affair on the
PSVR as you can only really target one enemy at a time with the
PS controller. That’s a bit of a
shame given you may have two
weapons in play, but the movement and overall aiming and firing are good.
The game has such a strong online
focus that the real test will be in six
months to a year’s time to see if it’s
still going strong beyond the
no-doubt hardcore fanbase it will
attract. But it is cross-platform so PC
and PSVR players are mixed, which is
a smart move by Ubisoft. Graphically,

a quarter of a million in less
than 66 hours. You’ll face a
number of problems while
making the hard decisions to
keep your cities’ fires burning. You’ll also
face tough moral
decisions like
making the children work or killing
the sick to help
the larger group.

it’s very nice on the eye, from the overall height level of polishes to the levels of detail on show, from seeing
your shadow below you to the spent
shells of your gun floating into space.
Sound is light beyond the title song
and, when in matches, the sounds of
battle guide you to enemies. The
voice acting is OK, if a little over the
top when you land a string of kills. The
biggest issue is the controls
as they are linked to the controller on the PSVR, so no
move controls and no aim control. The PC crowd have a wider
range of movement which may
swing firefights in their favour.
Space Junkies is a slick and
well-crafted VR that avoids a lot
of the pitfalls from the past but it will
take time to get your head around the
controls. For some it’ll be a deal
breaker but if you can get to grips with
it, it’s well worth having a look.
HHHHú
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MARIO
Tennis Aces
is getting an
update with a few
tweaks and a new Ring
Shot mode that will be
playable in singles,
doubles and Yoshi’s
Ring Shot. They can
all be played solo
or co-op.

l
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NINTENDO don’t like to Nintendo Labo: VR Kit
play by the rules and Switch £69.99
often shake things up in would see coding and more
elements being added.
their own way — and the technical
And the Labo VR kit continues
Labo series is a perfect this with the Garage VR, where
you can basically build your own
example of this.
If you would have said to any
gamer a year ago that you could
build the likes of a fishing rod,
piano or steering wheel out of
cardboard and that it would
actually WORK with a game you
would have been laughed out of
the room.
But Nintendo are true masters
of wonder and all of the above
has happened.
As other firms bring high-end
VR headsets to the market that
need super computers and
other tech, Nintendo have
said there is no need for
all that.
All you need, in fact, is
a few sheets of cardboard
and a couple of elastic
bands to enter a world
of VR.
Enter Nintendo Labo
VR kit, which sees the
firm’s first return to VR
since back in the days
of the not-so-successful Virtual Boy.
The kit comes in
a few flavours.
It’s a really clever
move on Nintendo’s
part as the past
Labo sets have been
around
the
£60
mark but you can
get the VR googles
build
and
blaster
for
£34.99 instead
of the full kit.
Then, if you
like what you
see, buy addons that will
build up to the
full £69.99 kit.
If you grab
the
full
kit
straight off the bat, you’ll get a
number of different models to
build, each with a few games
linked to them. Alhough, like
past Labo titles, they are a little
bit like mini-games or tech
demos but each of the five builds
will open up a world of VR fun.
Like all Labo kits you are not
going to jump right into the
action as you’ll have to build the
models, which will each take
between an hour to three hours.
An overall build time for the
full kit is around 10 hours but if
you’re doing it with younger
gamers, odds are some of the
more complex ones will see them
needing a hand along the way.
Another big part of Labo is the
ability to rip up the rule book
and build what you want, which

TURN 10 Studios have announced
that Forza is heading on to mobile.
Forza Street will hit the Android and
iOS, and it is free to play right now for
Windows 10 users.
It was originally codenamed
Miami Street and looks to
throw you into the Florida
city’s street-racing life with a
complete garage of Forza
rides at your disposal.
Microsoft-owned Turn 10
have also implemented a new

games in both VR and non-VR.
This will be a feature that
youngsters will love as it opens
up the world of game design to
them in a nice, clear and understandable way.
On the tech side, the Switch
isn’t a super-powerful machine
but Nintendo have cleverly used
what some would call weakness
to their advantage when designing the VR. You don’t strap it to
your head — instead, you hold it
up to your eyes — while it is
also designed to be played
while sitting.
Also, each build is core
to the goggles, so where
you look, the game looks.
Add to that lots of nice
touches, such as flapping wings
and the wind pedal, and things
come together really well.
On the downside, the
old issue of everything
being made of cardboard
comes back to haunt
— it’s not the strongest thing in world
and does get marked
with dirt easily. This
is hard to clean and
with it being VR,
sweat is an issue, as
with all headsets.
The bigger issue,
though, is the quality
of games on show.
Don’t get me wrong,
they are fun but
they lack depth
more often than
not and some
really feel like
tech demos.
You get the
feeling
that
instead of having
six
builds,
three with solid games would
have been a far better move for
Nintendo.
It’s fair to say, as a whole, Labo
is great to start with, but after
the builds and a few hours with
the game, it will lack the return
factor for most.
That said, if you’re looking for
something totally different from
anything else out there just now,
Labo VR is a must for gamers of
all ages and is a great price to
enter the world of VR.
OK, tech-wise it’s not on a par
with other VR boys — but Nintendo have taken a box of cardboard, rubber bands and a set of
lenses and built something pretty
magical.
HHHH
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and streamlined control system for the
game that focuses on timing to get
smoother steering on the mobile.
To be fair, it looks to be a fair move away
from the racing simulator nature of the
main series. Mobile racing games are a
huge market, with the likes of
Real Racing and Asphalt, so
it is no wonder that Microsoft
have crafted a version of
their best-selling racer for the
bus ride home or that annoying wait on the train.

SONY
is bringing
out a sequel to
Horizon Zero Dawn.
Janina Gavankar —
who voiced Tatai in the
Frozen Wilds DLC — let
it slip recently .
She said: “I know
some secrets.
You’re gonna
die.”

THE VR Goggles are the
heart of the system and
will be your first build in
the set (it takes about
an hour).
The nifty piece of kit
can be used to play all
64 mini-games in the VR
Plaza.
And is a great way to
find your Labo VR feet.
Letting you play around

VR Goggles
in an area with a few
interactive objects, the
effect is immediately
impressive.
You’ll also get to
watch fun VR videos —
for example where
Mario plays tricks.
These are a pretty
cool addition too.

l

It was already known Ryo was getting a job but this is a pointer at what
it is. The forklift has been a fan fave
since the original game when Ryo
had a job moving harbour crates.

THE Blaster is by far the
most-complex to put
together with a build time
of around three hours.
But it’s worth the effort
with some great features
which will add to your
enjoyment when playing.
The main game is an
on-the-rails lightgun
shooter where you wield
the blaster, complete

GOOD news for Lara Croft fans
— it looks like Tomb Raider will
be getting a second movie.
Kill List and A Field In England
writer Amy Jump will pen the script

THE camera is a short
and easy build (just
over an hour).
As one of the more
basic kits, it is a fun
model but lacks the
wow factor.
Ocean Camera sees
you dive down into the
depths, taking snaps of
various fish — and even
a shark! Or you could

Camera
take pictures of the
Tamagotchi-style
monster that lives in the
house from the first
Labo.
But the real question
is: Why isn’t there a
Pokemon Snap-style
game? That’s a real
missed opportunity.

The Future

DOWNLOAD Zappar
app to watch video of
Labo VR builds and
games.

Building ROCKS!
l

Elephant
lengthy and involved
puzzle game — is one of
the most complex.
Then there’s the 3D
paint mode where you
can craft your art using
foam.
It’s great fun and
shows how precise the
controls really are.

LOTS of happy Hoops at
the fifth eFootball.Pro
League Matchday in
Barcelona.
The first game saw Celtic
bag a 2-0 win over
Schalke 04.
The second
match was
tougher, but a
goal by Celtic’s
E_C_Oneill

EASILY the mostimpressive build, next to
the blaster, as you craft a
bird with flapping wings
(it takes a good two-anda-half hours).
On the game front it’s
one of the most-interesting as you play a bird version of Nintendo classic
Pilotwings, flying around
picking up food to hatch

ensured the match ended 1-1.
Elsewhere Boavista FC and
FC Nantes drew 1-1 then the
French side won 4-2.
AS Monaco and FC Barcelona were split
with a 4-1 in the
first game and a
0-4 loss. That all
puts Celtic top of
the group and in
the final.

that will see Alicia Vikander back as
Lara. The first Tomb Raider film
loosely retold the story of the game,
but it’s not clear if the sequel will
follow Rise Of The Tomb Raider.

Blaster
with reload and pump
action, as you move
through the streets blasting aliens and big crabs.
The other game is a
multiplayer hoot (clearly
inspired by Hungry Hungry Hippos), where you
shoot fruit into hippos’
mouths. A must-play.

For the system to really
make its mark, the system will need support
from other titles beyond
the Labo family.
And it looks like Nintendo will do that with
the news that two hits on
the Switch — Legend of
Zelda: Breath of the Wild
and Super Mario Odyssey — are going to get
Labo VR modes.
With the headset not
having a strap, how to
play these traditional
games is a mystery just
now — but both will be
getting updates.
Here’s hoping we’ll get
a VR mode for Mario Kart
and Smash Bros next.

BIZARRE? Yes. Complicated? Yes.
But the Elephant is
one of the few bits of kit
that has true one-to-one
hand movement as you
hold the trunk.
The Elephant games
don’t actual have anything to do with, well,
elephants.
The Marble Run — a

41

Bird
eggs in a good-sized
world.
Plus if you have extra
Joy-Cons you can team it
up with the Wind Pedal to
add an extra layer of
emigration. Then there is
the Bird Dash, which is
point-to-point races
around the world.

l
1 Tom Clancy’s
The Division 2
2 FIFA 19
3 Red Dead Redemption 2
4 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
5 Yoshi’s Crafted
World

THIS will take about 90
minutes to build as it’s a
bit more technical.
The Wind Pedal
games are simplistic.
The main one sees
you playing as a frog
jumping on the spot,
trying to avoid footballs,
while all the time getting
higher with each jump.
To be honest, the frog
game feels like an

STAR Wars Celebration took
place in Chicago and EA and
Respawn Entertainment have
shown details of Star Wars Jedi:
Fallen Order.
It will be a single-player game
as you take control of new
hero, Cal Kestis — played by
Cameron Monaghan, best
known as The Joker in the
Gotham TV series.
Cal is a Jedi on the run
from the Empire and

Wind Pedal
add-on because the
pedal is mainly there to
get the most from the
Bird games — if you
have the Joy-cons. If
you do, then the pedal
adds to the overall
experience. When you
wear the goggles and
the air hits you, it is an
odd, but neat, feeling.

the game is set shortly after the
events of Star Wars: Episode III —
Revenge Of The Sith, when Order
66 was activated. It commanded
Stormtroopers to kill all the Jedi.
Cal evades them but has been
enduring “dark times” between
the Episode III and Episode IV
movies. It’s an interesting new
look into a galaxy far, far away.
Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order will
launch on November 15 on
Xbox One, PS4 and PC.

NEW
MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly

OK BUTTON

WHO: Amber Wilson (vocals), Nass
Donald (guitar/vocals/synths/
programming), Adam Falkner
(percussion/bass/guitar/
programming/vocals), Craigie
Dodds (programming, production).
WHERE: London/Aberdeen.
FOR FANS OF: Daughter,
Chvrches, Bat For Lashes.
JIM SAYS: When I first heard OK
Button last year, I had no hesitation
in including them in my 10 For 2019
list. I was instantly enthralled by
their classy take on electro pop.
They may be based in London,
but the roots of the band are in
Aberdeen. As a teenager Amber
was making a name for herself as a
singer-songwriter in the North-East
before joining trip-hop favourites
Morcheeba, and she later toured as
a vocalist with Bombay Bicycle
Club. Amber is joined in the band by
former Babyshambles drummer
Adam Falkner.
She explained: “I first met Adam
when I supported Amy Macdonald
at The Tunnels in Aberdeen around
ten years ago. He was playing
drums for Amy and I was a solo
acoustic artist. We stayed in touch
and began to send each other song
ideas. It slowly grew from there.
“OK Button officially began in
2016 when Adam and I brought our
songs to Craigie. An old friend of
Adam’s, he added some darkness
and helped craft our sound.”
Craigie, originally from Newcastle,
honed his skills as a producer and
writer working with Amy Winehouse,
Gorillaz and Sugababes as well as
working with Adam in the acclaimed
One Eskimo. Aberdeen lad Nass
was the final cog in the machine and
they spent time in Aberdeenshire
jamming, writing and mixing their
first few singles.
Amber added: “We’re inspired by
late nights, love and feelings of
nostalgia. We’re influenced by our
need for escapism through music.
Music makes everything OK, hence
our name.”
It’s been a quality stream of
captivating singles, stamping their
style from the off with September’s
stunning debut The Message. Beds
and Flesh & Blood kept up the
momentum, along with a mesmerising cover of Leonard Cohen’s
Chelsea Hotel #1. They’ve pulled
another one out of the bag with their
latest release, Grenade.
Amber said: “Grenade is about
finding the strength to leave a
destructive relationship. It’s a battle
between head and heart, whether to
fight for love and respect or to keep
repeating destructive patterns
because they’re familiar.”
OK Button head to Brighton next
month to showcase at the
renowned Great Escape Festival.
Amber said: “We can’t wait. It’s
great to see so many fellow Scottish
bands on the bill too. We’ll be
checking out Cloth, Lucia and Kobi
Onyame to name a few.”
With another single, Verso, out on
May 31, these are exciting times for
OK Button. I’m hooked.
MORE: okbuttonmusic.com
lJim presents a weekly showcase
of New Music on Amazing Radio on
Sundays, 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com
jimgellatly.com

Watch a video of the band
at: thescottishsun.co.uk

